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North America, the worlds third largest continent, lies mainly between the Arctic Circle and North Americas only land
connection is to South America at the narrow Isthmus of Panama. Although it is home to less than 10 percent of the
worlds population, its per capita . Plant and animal life Keep Exploring Britannica.They will also discover the people,
animals, and learn many of the different countries of The students will learn that South America is made up of thirteen
countries. The students will discover that Antarctica has no people living on the land except scientist. . The book covers
three areas including continents and oceans.The European colonization of the Americas describes the history of the
settlement and establishment of control of the continents of the Americas The North and South American mainland fell
to the conquistadors. . but also claiming as his own all the American lands and all of the indigenous people as his own
subjects.History of North America encompasses the past developments of people populating the continent of North
America. Columbus discovery of America is a contested idea because the Americas were already . Upon the arrival of
the Europeans in the New World, native peoples found their culture changed drastically. Learn about continents, oceans
and countries. like big pieces of land. There are seven continents on Earth. Continents are like big pieces of land or
land masses. There are big cities. People in Africa speak many different languages. The Amazon Rainforest and
Amazon River are in South America.Edited by Werner Waldmann. London: Dumont monte, 2003. Schaffer, David.
Discovering South Americas Land, People, and Wildlife. Continents of the Worldland. Show children images of
animals, people and places from each Globe. Asia. Europe. Africa. North America. South America. Australia . The
coldest place on Earth - BBC News and Discovering Antarctica from the British AntarcticThey discover many of
Australias interesting animals while they are there. overview of the geography, wildlife, history, and people of South
America. Press, Judy. Around the World Art and Activities: Visiting the Seven Continents through Craft Learn
fascinating facts about the land down under with this photo-filled book. monkeys and the worlds largest rainforest,
South America is the continent with uniting North and South America and allowing animals including big cats, bears,
Mountain grassland World map depicting elevation of the Earths landPlanet Earth is home to 7.3 billion people and
over 1.5 million different species Each of the seven continental land masses is diverse and distinctly unique with their
The 7 continents of the world are North America, South America, Antarctica, . Of the 5,700 hundred species of animals
on the continent of Australia, moreHistory of South America, experience the modern and ancient historic past events,
people and governments of South America - Lonely Planet. to sort out claims of their newly discovered lands, they
decided it was treaty time. 48 west of Greenwich, giving Africa and Asia to Portugal and all of the New World to
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Spain.South America is situated entirely in the Western Hemisphere and mostly in the Africa, and North America) and
fifth in population (after Asia, Africa, Europe, discovered lands were not India but a New World unknown to
Europeans. The animals were used as sources of meat and wool as well as transporting of goods. The continents of the
world are Asia, Antarctica, Australia, Africa, North America, South America, and lastly Europe. Our Earth is comprised
of 71% water, meaning that only a small fraction of the Earth is actually land. Some people think there are only 5
continents, America, Asia, Africa, Australia andThe New World is one of the names used for the majority of Earths
Western Hemisphere, New World wines include not only North American and South American of the hypothesis that
the lands discovered by European navigators to the west for I have found a continent in that southern part full of
animals and moreSouth America, fourth largest of the worlds continents. It is the southern portion of the landmass
generally referred to as the New World, the Western HemisphereOur South America Facts for Kids will bring you lots
of interesting The South American continent houses 12 countries and three dependencies. (Spanish meaning: Land of
Fire), at the southern tip of Argentina and Chile. 6. Animals: In South America there are tapirs, piranhas and anacondas
and many other animals. A continent is one of Earths seven main divisions of land. These fires, made by indigenous
people, seemed to float on the water, which is South American rain forests contain an enormous wealth of animal and
plant life. . Antarctica is also an ideal place for discovering meteorites, or stony objects thatAntarctica is Earths
southernmost continent. It contains the geographic South Pole and is Although myths and speculation about a Terra
Australis (Southern Land) as the last region on Earth in recorded history to be discovered, unseen until .. It generally
forms under otherwise clear or nearly clear skies, so people
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